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Abstract

Deformation patterns in solids are often characterized by self-similarity at the mesolevel. The framework for the

mechanics of heterogeneous solids, deformable over fractal subsets, is briefly outlined. Mechanical quantities with

noninteger physical dimensions are considered, i.e., the fractal stress ½r�� and the fractal strain ½e��. By means of the local

fractional calculus, the static and kinematic equations are obtained. The extension of the Gauss–Green Theorem to

fractional operators permits to demonstrate the Principle of Virtual Work for fractal media. From the definition of the

fractal elastic potential /�, the fractal linear elastic relation is derived. Beyond the elastic limit, peculiar mechanisms of

energy dissipation come into play, providing the softening behaviour characterized by the fractal fracture energy G�
F.

The entire process of deformation in heterogeneous bodies can thus be described by the fractal theory. In terms of the

fractal quantities it is possible to define a scale-independent cohesive law which represents a true material property. It is

also possible to calculate the size-dependence of the nominal quantities and, in particular, the scaling of the critical

displacement wc, which explains the increasing tail of the cohesive law with specimen size, and that of the critical strain

ec, which explains the brittleness increase with specimen size.
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1. Definitions of fractal stress and fractal strain

A consistent modelization of the stress flux
through porous media can be pursued by means of

fractal geometry. The singular stress flux through

fractal media can be modeled by means of a

lacunar fractal set A� of dimension Dr, with Dr 6 2.
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The lacunarity of the stress-carrying cross-section

is provided by the dimensional decrement dr with

respect to the euclidean dimensionality D ¼ 2:0,
that is, Dr ¼ 2� dr. The probability to meet a

large void becomes higher in larger domains and

the apparent euclidean measure (length, area or

volume) of lacunar sets is scale-dependent and

tends to zero as the resolution increases (Fig. 1).

An original definition of the fractal stress r� acting

upon lacunar domains was put forward by Carp-

interi [1] by applying the renormalization group
procedure to the nominal stress tensor ½r�. Due
ed.
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Fig. 2. Fractal scaling law of the nominal stress and graphical

interpretation of the RG transformation.

Fig. 1. Renormalization of the stress over a Sierpinski carpet.
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to dimensional homogeneity, if ½L�ð2�drÞ is the

dimension of the fractal cross-section, r� has the

anomalous dimensions ½F �½L��ð2�drÞ. The fractal

stress r� is a scale-invariant quantity. For sim-

plicity, a uniaxial tensile field is considered in Fig.

1. Note that, for the definition of r�, exactly as in

the case of the classical Cauchy stress, the limit:

lim
DA�!0

ðDP=DA�Þ; ð1Þ

is supposed to exist and, eventually, to attain finite

values at any singular point of the support A�. This

is mathematically possible for lacunar sets like that

in Fig. 1 (and also for rarefied point sets like

Cantor sets) which, although not compact, are

dense in the surrounding of any singular point.
Choosing b as a characteristic size of the cross-

section, one obtains: A0 � b2 and A� � bð2�drÞ.

Thus, equating the extreme members of the group

in Fig. 1, the following scaling law is obtained

log r ¼ log r� � dr log b. This implies linear scaling

in the bilogarithmic diagram, with slope equal to

�dr (Fig. 2). If attention is focused to the peak

load Pu, the ultimate tensile stress ru must be
considered, and the negative size-effect on tensile

strength, commonly detected in experiments [1], is

obtained.

The kinematical counterpart of the fractal stress

is the fractal strain e�. The starting assumption is

that displacement discontinuities can be localized

on an infinite number of cross-sections, spreading

throughout the body [2]. The hypothesis of fractal
deformation fields, although rather anomalous, is
not a simple abstraction. Experimental investiga-

tions confirm the fractal character of deformation,

for instance in metals (slip lines with cantorian
structure [3]), and in highly stressed rock masses

(plastic shear bands).

Considering the simplest uniaxial model, a

slender bar subjected to tension, it can be argued

that the horizontal projection of the cross-sections

where deformation localizes is a lacunar fractal

set, with dimension between zero and one. If the

Cantor set (De ffi 0:631) is assumed as an archetype
of the damage distribution, we may speak of the

fractal Cantor bar (Fig. 3a). When fractal locali-

zation occurs inside the loaded bar, it is clear that

the dilation strain tends to concentrate into sin-

gular stretched regions, while the rest of the body



Fig. 3. Renormalization of the strain over a Cantor bar (a) and singular displacement function (b).
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is practically undeformed. Thus, the displacement

function can be represented by a devil’s staircase

graph, that is, by a singular fractal function which

is constant everywhere except at the points corre-

sponding to a lacunar fractal set of zero Lebesgue

measure (Fig. 3b).
Let De ¼ 1� de be the fractal dimension of the

lacunar projection of the deformed sections. Since

De 6 1, the fractional decrement de is always a

number between 0.0 (corresponding to strain

smeared along the bar) and 1.0 (corresponding

to the maximum localization of strain, i.e., to

localized fracture surfaces). At the macroscopic

scale, the nominal strain e0 is assumed to be
constant throughout the bar. Thereby, the dis-

placement w is given by the product of the

canonical strain e0 times the length b0 of the bar.

By increasing the resolution, strain appears to

be concentrated into smaller and smaller regions

(bi < bi�1), as depicted in Fig. 3a. By applying the
Fig. 4. Homogeneous strain (a) and extremely localiz
renormalization group procedure, the microscale

description of displacement requires the product

of the fractal strain e� times the fractal measure

bð1�deÞ
0 of the support.

The fractal strain e� is the scale-independent

parameter describing the kinematics of the fractal
bar. Its physical dimensionality ½L�de is intermedi-

ate between that of a pure strain ½L�0 and that of

a displacement ½L�, and synthesizes the conceptual

transition between classical continuum mechanics

(de ¼ 0) and fracture mechanics (de ¼ 1). Corre-

spondingly, the kinematical controlling parameter

changes, from the nominal strain e, to the crack

opening displacement w. By varying the value of de
(e.g. for different loading levels), the evolution of

strain localization can be captured. The two limit

situations are shown in Fig. 4, the devils staircase

being an intermediate situation with de ffi 0:369.
While the first case represents the classical homo-

geneous elastic strain field, the second diagram
ed deformation (b) over the bar (critical point).
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shows a single displacement discontinuity, e.g., the

formation of a sharp fracture.

During a generic loading process, the mechan-

ical work W � can be stored in the body as elastic

strain energy (conservative process) or dissipated

on the infinite lacunar cross-sections where strain
is localized (dissipative process). In any case, the

fractal domain X�, with dimension 3� dx, where
the mechanical work is produced, must be equal to

the cartesian product of the lacunar cross-section

with dimension 2� dr, times its cantorian projec-

tion with dimension 1� de. Since the dimension

of the product of two fractal sets is equal to the

sum of their dimensions, one obtains: ð3� dxÞ ¼
ð2� drÞ þ ð1� deÞ, which yields the fundamental

relation among the exponents as:

dx ¼ dr þ de: ð2Þ

2. Static and kinematic equations for fractal media

In order to find mathematical tools suitable to

work with functions and variables defined upon
fractal domains, researchers started to examine the

possibility of applying fractional operators, i.e.

derivatives and integrals of noninteger order. The

application of fractional operators should provide

quantities characterized by the requested noninte-

ger physical dimensions and by peculiar scaling

properties.

The concept of noninteger (fractional) differ-
entiation is not new. In a letter to L�Hospital dated

in 1695, Leibniz mentioned the 1/2-order deriva-

tive, conjecturing that, one day, it would have been

usefully employed in Physics. Since then, the so-

called ‘‘Fractional Calculus’’, that is, the study of

mathematical operators able to make derivatives

and integrals of any order (not necessarily integer),

has developed in pure mathematics. However, the
classical definitions of Fractional Calculus, due to

Riemann and Liouville, are based on nonlocal

operators and are not suitable for the purpose of

a local definition of stress and strain fields.

Recently, it has been shown [4] that a new

operator called local fractional integral can be

introduced. Let ½xi; xiþ1�, i ¼ 0; . . . ;N � 1, x0 ¼ a,
xN ¼ b, be a partition of the interval ½a; b�, and x�i
some suitable point of the interval ½xi; xiþ1�. Con-
sider then a function f ðxÞ defined on a lacunar

fractal set belonging to ½a; b�. The fractal integral

of order a of the function f ðxÞ over the interval

½a; b� is defined as:

Ia½f ðxÞ�ba ¼ lim
N!1

XN�1

i¼0

f ðx�i Þ
d�a1dxiðxÞ

½dðxiþ1 � xiÞ��a ; ð3Þ

where 1dxiðxÞ is the unit function defined upon

½xi; xiþ1�. The fractal integral is a mathematical tool

suitable for the computation of fractal measures.
In fact, it yields finite values of the measure if and

only if the order of integration is equal to the

dimension of the fractal support of function f ðxÞ.
Otherwise, its value is zero or infinite, thus show-

ing a behaviour analogous to the Hausdorff mea-

sure of a fractal set. It was introduced in [4] that

the local fractional derivative (LFD) of order a,
whose definition is ð0 < a < 1Þ:

Daf ðyÞ ¼ lim
x!y

da½f ðxÞ � f ðyÞ�
dðx� yÞa : ð4Þ

Differently from the classical fractional derivative,

the LFD is a function only of the f ðxÞ values in the

neighborhood of the point y where it is calculated.

The classical fractional derivative of a fractal

function exists as long as its order is less than the
H€older exponent characterizing the singularity.

Instead, in the singular points, the LFD (Eq. (4)) is

generally zero or infinite. It assumes a finite value

only if the order a of derivation is exactly equal to

the H€older exponent of the graph. For instance, in
the case of the well-known devil�s staircase graph

(Fig. 3b) the LFD of order a ¼ log 2= log 3 (i.e.

equal to the dimension of the underlying middle-
third Cantor set) is zero everywhere except in the

singularity points where it is finite.

By means of the LFD, the fractal differential

equations of kinematics and statics can be ob-

tained [5]. The displacement field maintains the

dimension of length. The noninteger dimensions of

the fractal strain are: ½L�de . Therefore, it can be

obtained by fractional differentiation of the dis-
placement vector fgg, according to the definition

of LFD outlined above. The fractional differential

operator ½oa� can be introduced, where the order

of differentiation is a ¼ 1� de. Thereby, the kine-
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matic equations for the fractal medium can be

written, in the vector notation, as

fe�g ¼ ½oa�fgg: ð5Þ
Classical strain is obtained when a ¼ 1 (de ¼ 0).

Instead, when a ¼ 0, strain is no longer homoge-

neously diffused and reduces to localized displace-

ment discontinuities. The intermediate situations

are described by generic values of a.
The static equations link the fractal stress vec-

tor fr�g to the vector of body forces fF�g, which
assumes noninteger dimensions according to the
fractal dimension of the deformable subset X�,

½F �½L��ð3�dxÞ. On the other hand, the dimensions of

the fractal stress are ½F �½L��ð2�drÞ. Therefore, the

equilibrium equations can be written, in the vector

notation, as

½oa�Tfr�g ¼ �fF�g; ð6Þ
where the static fractional differential operator

½oa�T is the transposed of the kinematic fractional

differential operator ½oa�. It is worth to observe
that the fractional order of differentiation of the

static operator in the fractal medium is a ¼ 1� de,
the same as that of the kinematic operator (Eq.

(5)). This remarkable result is due to the funda-

mental relation among the exponents (Eq. (2)),

and represents the Duality Principle for Fractal

Media. Finally, equivalence at the boundary of the

body requires that the stress vector coincides with
the applied fractal boundary forces fp�g (with

physical dimensions ½F �½L��ð2�drÞ):

½N�Tfr�g ¼ fp�g: ð7Þ
In the case of fractal bodies, ½N�T can be defined,

at any dense point of the boundary, as the cosine

matrix of the outward normal to the boundary of

the initiator of the fractal body. A perfect corre-

spondence exists between the operatorial matrix

½o�T and the geometrical matrix ½N�T, i.e., the
partial derivatives in the former correspond to the

related cosines in the latter.

3. Principle of Virtual Work and linear elastic law

for fractal media

The Principle of Virtual Work is the funda-
mental identity of solid mechanics. It affirms the
equality between the virtual external work (done by

body forces and boundary tractions) and the vir-

tual internal work (done by internal stresses). More

precisely, the principle represents itself the defini-

tion of the internal work of deformation, as the

scalar product of the stresses times the strains.
As is well known, the proof of the principle

requires the application of the Gauss–Green Theo-

rem. In the framework of Fractal Geometry,

consider two arbitrary functions f ðx; y; zÞ and

gðx; y; zÞ, defined in a fractal domain X�, with the

same critical order a. The general formula of local

fractional integration by parts has been obtained

in [5] as

fI ðb�aÞ½gf �gC� ¼ fIb½gDaf �gX� þ fIb½f Dag�gX� ;

ð8Þ

where C� is the boundary of the domain X�. This
result extends the Gauss–Green Theorem to 3D

fractal domains. Based on Eq. (8), the Principle of

Virtual Work for fractal media was demonstrated

[5]. It reads:Z
X�ð3�dxÞ

fF�
Ag

TfgBgdX� þ
Z
C�ð2�drÞ

fp�Ag
TfgBgdC�

¼
Z
X�ð3�dxÞ

fr�
Ag

Tfe�BgdX�: ð9Þ

Both sides of Eq. (9) possess the dimensions of

work (½F �½L�), since the operators are fractional

integrals defined upon fractal domains. The ex-

ternal work may be done by fractal body forces
fF�g and/or by fractal tractions fp�g acting upon

the boundary C� of the body. The internal work of

deformation is defined as: dW � ¼ fr�gTfde�g, with
dimensions ½F �½L��ð2�dxÞ. If the (initial) loading

process is conservative (no dissipation occurs in

the material), and stress is a univocal function of

strain, a fractal elastic potential /� (function of the

fractal strain fe�g) can be considered. The com-
ponents of the fractal stress vector fr�g can

therefore be obtained by derivation:

r�
i ¼

o/�

oe�i
: ð10Þ

Note that these are canonical first-order partial
derivatives in the space of the fractal strains fe�g.
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Performing the Taylor expansion around the un-

deformed state, and neglecting higher order deri-

vatives, the following bilinear form can be easily

obtained:

/� ¼ 1
2
fe�gT½H��fe�g; ð11Þ

where ½H�� is the Hessian matrix of the fractal
elastic potential. Dimensional arguments show

that the anomalous dimensions of ½H�� are:

½F �½L��ð2þde�drÞ. Thus, ½H�� depends on both the

dimensions of stress and strain and, depending on

the difference ðdr � deÞ, can be subjected to positive

or negative size-effects. Each term in ½H�� is ob-

tained as the second-order partial derivative of the

elastic potential by the corresponding fractal strain:

H�
ij ¼

o2/�

oe�i oe
�
j
: ð12Þ

From Eqs. (10) and (11), the linear elastic consti-

tutive law for fractal media is provided as

fr�g ¼ ½H��fe�g: ð13Þ
4. Scale-independent cohesive crack model

After the initial elastic stage, when de is close to
0, a nonlinear stage occurs, where damage and

microcracking begin to spread and de grows. In

concrete-like materials, strain localizes quite soon

in a band, and the softening stage comes into play.

The cohesive law describes the decrement of the
Fig. 5. Fractal elastic law (a), an
stress as a function of crack opening displacement

w. The original model is based on the assumption

that both the critical crack opening displacement

wc and the ultimate strength ru are independent

of the structural size. Unfortunately, experiments

show that this is not the case. Moreover, it is well-
known that the area below the cohesive curve, i.e.,

the fracture energy GF, is subjected to relevant

positive size-effects [6].

To overcome this limitation, the model associ-

ates to the fractal linear elastic law valid for the

undamaged material (Fig. 5a), a softening rela-

tionship between fractal stress and fractal strain,

assuming that r�
u and e�c are the true scale-inde-

pendent limit parameters. It is interesting to note

that the fractal fracture energy G�
F, defined in [1,6],

can be obtained, by a fractional integral, as the

area below the fractal softening diagram (Fig. 5b):

G�
F ¼

Z e�c

0

r� de�: ð14Þ

During the softening regime, i.e. when most of the

dissipation occurs, r� decreases from the maxi-

mum value r�
u to 0, while e� grows up to e�c . In the

meantime, the nondamaged parts of the bar un-

dergo elastic unloading. Call the r�–e� diagram the
fractal cohesive law, which is shown in Fig. 5b.

Contrarily to the classical cohesive law, which is

sensitive to the structural size, this curve is scale-

independent. Experimental tests by van Mier and

van Vliet [7] have shown that, with increasing the

specimen size, the peak of the curve decreases
d fractal cohesive law (b).



Fig. 6. Size-effect tests [7]: stress–strain diagrams (a), cohesive curves (b) and fractal cohesive law (c).
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whereas the tail rises, i.e., tensile strength decreases

while critical displacement increases. More in de-

tail, wc varies more rapidly than ru does. There-

fore, an increase of the area beneath the cohesive

law, i.e. of the fracture energy, is observed. Thus,
the experimental trends of ru, GF and wc confirm

the assumptions of the fractal model.

The fractal model has been eventually com-

pared with the uniaxial tensile tests described in

[8]. The attention was focused on the size-effect on

the ultimate tensile stress and on the fracture en-

ergy and their values interpreted by means of

fractal assumptions. The exponents of the scaling
laws were deduced by fitting the experimental re-

sults. In particular, they found the values dr ¼ 0:14
and dG ¼ 0:38. The nominal r–e and r–w diagrams

are reported in Fig. 6a and b. Here, w is the dis-

placement localized in the damage band, obtained

by subtracting from the total one the displacement

due to elastic and inelastic pre-peak deformation.

In addition, the value de ¼ 0:48 is provided by Eq.
(2), so that the fractal cohesive laws can be rep-

resented as in Fig. 6c. As expected, all the curves
related to the single sizes tend to merge in a uni-

que, scale-independent cohesive law.
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